Yes, I interviewed women in Texas music,

a project that led to a book with UT Press in
2007, Women in Texas Music: Stories and
Songs. This weekend, August 12-14, I was
invited by the indomitable Terri Hendrix to
present a workshop on creativity for her third
annual women’s retreat with OYOU, the foundation Terri started 3 years ago. The theme of
my life seems to be found as I watch grandmother spider weave a web outside my kitchen window, everything connects. A fragile
and strong web for sure.
I walked into the retreat at Onion
Creek Kitchens at Juniper Farm in Dripping
Springs (a spectacular place), and after greeting Terri, I met a very compelling and quiet
young woman named Heather Little. I knew
she was scheduled for a Saturday night concert so I was curious about her songs. As the
retreat moved along though some small group
sessions, I came to realize that Heather had
a story of co-writing with Miranda Lambert
and Kacey Musgraves, of getting a publishing

deal in Nashville without pounding the pavement,
of having her songs on the radio. Her children are
her first priority, thus explaining her choice to live
in Linddale, Texas, a piece of that East Texas story.
They needed to be near their father. As she shared
her story, slowly, with many questions by me, I was
suddenly emotionally moved by her vulnerability
and…..something else. I began to wonder.
She co-wrote two songs performed by
Miranda Lambert: “Me and Charlie Talking,” and
“Gunpower and Lead.” She talked to me about her
difficulties, but she talked with a sense of hope and
acceptance. We sat in the same yoga class together,
a first time for her. I kept feeling very connected.
Her songs create that as well.
The weekend for women included creating our own essential oil scent, gourmet simple
meals together, yoga and meditation, and some
creativity exercises led by me and by Terri. Then
I had to leave (my son visiting me and we had a
Texmaniac night planned), so I hugged all goodbye and took the gift of a Cd from Heather, “Wings
Like These,” a 2013 release.
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A brief tangent: I had donated a scholarship to this retreat in the name of Laura Katherine “Peanut” Burton, a teenage girl devoted to the
arts, the daughter of my dear friend, Jackie, and a
young women who left this earth way too soon it
seems to me. June 26, 2016.
At the funeral service that was filled
with stories and songs, I read that we could also
donate to www.ownyourownuniverse.org in Peanut’s honor. I did not know of any connection between these two people I loved, but donate I did.
As I left the retreat, I was handed a thank you note
from the unknown person I had sponsored with
my donation. It was from Heather Little. Now how
did that happen?
I put in the CD, tears filling my eyes
as I saw Heather walking down the road, and I
stopped briefly to tell her the reason for my sponsorship. We both knew that a special connection,
through the music, had taken place.
Now I listen to her songs with Peanut in
my memory, her many visits to the THMF coffeehouse with her musical friends from school. I listen to her songs feeling some kind of connection
in my world with vulnerability, creativity, women
and love. The last song on the album is “Call Me
Home,” and a favorite quote of mine is, “We are
all walking each other home.” “The One” speaks
to a special feeling we all want to have with someone special. She includes in her liner notes, “To
the sweetest kids on Earth…every one of you is a
blessing beyond my wildest dreams. I love you so
much and I wouldn’t be me with you. You are my
whole heart.” That is the ongoing generosity and
vulnerability you will hear around Heather Little.
Then I did some research, only to find
an article by my dear friend Mary Jane Farmer on
Little’s story written in 2015. I first met Mary Jane
when I came to Kerrville to work for Rod Kennedy, and she was his assistant. Everything connects.
Terri Hendrix will play at the Texas Heritage Music Day on Sept. 30 and She and Lloyd Maines will
perform at the evening concert sponsored by Toyota of Boerne at Schreiner University.
Lee Duffy with Austin Songwriters
Group will host a tribute to Merle Haggard and
Jimmie Rodgers on Thursday, September 29 in the
bar of the YO Hotel. Terri will show up too. Here’s
to the women of Texas music and all they contribute to the beauty and courage in this world.
KH at www.kathleenhudson.net
texasheartbeat.com
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